Abstract

In most of the sectors dominated by the cost of changing the landscape, wear of the activities is painted or blurred by the clients (clients who wish to modify or change their suppliers for various reasons). This phenomenon is widespread in the telecommunications industry and all aspects related to its lead to the belief that it increases sharply. Since the market is very competitive and the number of prepaid customers, "it increases, it is vital that companies to actively confront with the distraction of customers, the identification of behaviour that could ultimately be created." In this article we have proposed A hybrid model machine learning to predict distortion in mobile telecommunications networks The experiments were carried out using a variety of tools for machine learning, together with a set of real data from the open data provider to evaluate the manufacturer's productivity. The results show that the new hybrid model is more accurate than the individual methods. Auto learning is a subset of artificial intelligence,
commonly used statistical techniques to give computers the ability to "learn" the data.
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